Fast Facts

Nationally:
- Founded: December 10, 1899
- Headquarters: Indianapolis, IN
- Chapters: Over 100
- Total Initiates: Over 100,000
- Colors: Nile Green and White

Locally:
- Founded: April 24, 1994
- Nearby Chapters: Franklin & Marshall
  Towson University
  LaSalle University

Officers

President
Robert Snitchler (snitchlr@dickinson.edu)

Vice President
John Jones (jonesjo@dickinson.edu)

Secretary/Social Chair
James Haklar (haklarja@dickinson.edu)

Sergeant-At-Arms
Andrew Ringwood (ringwooa@dickinson.edu)

Treasurer/Recruitment Chair
Kam Millar (millark@dickinson.edu)

Engineered Leadership Chair
Sam Meller (mellers@dickinson.edu)

Social Chair/Activities Chair
Mike Cimerola (cimerolm@dickinson.edu)

Community Service Chair
Luigi Fu (ful@dickinson.edu)

Brothers Kam Millar ’11, Andy Soderberg-Rivkin ’09, James Haklar ’11, and Andrew Ringwood ’11 participate in the High Street Cleanup during the fall of 2008.
About Us

Who We Are

For more than a century, Delta Sigma Phi has helped young men become better leaders and better citizens. Brotherhood is a lifetime commitment to living our core values: Culture, Harmony, and Friendship. Our intention is not merely to develop a strong fraternity, but in addition, to challenge our members to make a difference in their communities and their world. It is this legacy and commitment that has led to the organization's success over these many years.

Famous Delta Sigs

I Want To Join, but ...

Dues are Expensive

Actually, the cost is probably a lot less than you might think. Considering that your one-time payment to the National Headquarters for pledge and initiation fees cover your Delta Sigma Phi membership FOR LIFE, it's really a good deal. Additionally, our dues are some of the CHEAPEST on campus. Payment plans are also available.

Initiation/Pledge Dues Per Pledge: $400
Semesterly Dues Per Brother: $300

History

Local History

In 1992, 11 of 13 Epsilon Pi pledges de-pledged. Those 11 men had aspirations of forming their own group—a gentlemen’s fraternity focused on building leaders and de-emphasizing drinking. Soon, they added four more men, and decided to incorporate a chapter of Delta Sigma Phi on campus. Eventually, the colony was accepted, and on April 24, 1994, the Theta Lambda Chapter of Delta Sigma Phi was incorporated at Dickinson College.

National History

As the door closed on the final moments of the nineteenth century, a handful of undergraduate men began meeting between classes at City College of New York. Some had known one another before they graduated from the New York public school system, and they had wanted to continue their friendships at City College. The obvious solution was to join a fraternity, but there was just one problem: this was no ordinary group of undergraduates. They were an affiliation of Jews and Christians; and, at the time, entry to all-Jewish and all-Christian fraternities was barred to individuals and groups that mixed religions.